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Background 

In the spring of 1999, the New Hampshire Department 
of Education announced new professional development and 
receJtification requirements for all staff currently holding 

At the end of the 1999-2000 school year, one commit
tee was working very well, making excellent progress on a 
difficulc task. The other committee was floundering badly. 
What was the difference between the teams? 1 am an expe
rienced team facilitator. I was "facilitating" both commit-

New Hampshire education credentials. Through a series of ----------------------< 
information/training sessions for school district personnel, 
members of the Department of Education shared the cur

Literature ReYiew 
rent research on effective professional development and ----------------------; 
explained how this research was incorporated into a require
ment that all school districts submit a new or amended Pro
fessional Development Master Plan by June 30, 200 l . Armed 
with a three inch notebook full of information on the re
search, the new professional development focus it spawned, 
and a rubric for the new Professional Development Master 
Plan, school district personnel returned to their districts to 
put it all together. 

tees. I had given each committee all of the information and 
tools l had been given and was meeting with each commit
tee on a regularly scheduled basis. Yet. one committee be
came a team and one dido 't. I was perplexed. In an effort to 
understand the elements that contributed to one team's suc
cess, I decided to study the committee that became a real 
team. How, I wondered, do the members of the Professional 
Development Master Plan Committee define ''team .. ? What 

would members of that committee 

Today's emphasis on education reform and the 
need to develop teams to determine reform direc
tion and implementation makes it important to 
understand the relationship between team com
position, the team experience, and team success. 

identify as unique characterisucs that 
contribute to its success. if any? And. 
lastly, I wondered ho~ the members 
of the Master Plan Committee view 
their individual roles on the team. 

Teams and teaming are the sub
jects of many books and articles. 
Much of what has been written con
cerns the imponance of teams to the 

111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••1 growth of organizations and details 

As Assistant Superintendent of Schools in a four-<iis
trict SAU. I returned to my districts with an understanding 
of the new focus for professional development, the knowl
edge that the writing of the new Master Plan had to be done 
by a team, and some tools that could assist us in the pro
cess. After discussing the new information and requirements 
with the principals. I made presentations to the staff in each 
of the district's nine schools and asked for volunteers to 
serve on the Professional Developmem Master Plan com
mittees. Principals of three of the one-school districts de
cided it made sense for their districts to work together and 
plan as if they were all one district. Therefore, two Profes
sional Development Master Plan Committees were formed. 
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the dos and don'ts of effective team 
building. Katzenbach and Smith ( 1999) embarked on a study 
of teams with a focus on " ... understanding what lessons 
actual teams and non teams had for others who choose to 
struggle with change and performance" (p. ix). In the book 
detailing their findings. The Wisdom of Teams: Creating 
the High-Perfonna.nce Qn!amzation ( l 999), the authors state 

that a team involves six basic elements that they \leW as 
more of a discipline than a definition. They describe a team 
as •·a small number of people with complement.al) Wlls 
who are commiued to a common purpose. performance 
goals, and approach for which they hold themselves mutu
ally accountable" (p. 45). They explain that bringing a group 
of people together and giving them a common assignment 
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h O

ver to discussions. They develop a richer understanding 
does not automatically make them a team. It is only throug_ " 247 

d fini 
of the uniqueness of each person ·s point of view (pp. -

the rigorous application of the six elements of the e -
tion that the group becomes a real team. (Katzenbach and 24&). Thomas A. Kayser ( 1990) takes a differ-

Smith, 1999) ~-----.1..------, ent view on team success in his book Min: 
Katzenbach and Smith ( 1999) refer O th 

1 ing Group Gold: How to Cash Ione 
to teams that outperform reasonable ex- Even if we didn t Collab9rative Brain Power of a Group. 
pectations and even surprise themselves Kayser·s book is predicated on bis belief 
by their productivity as higb-perfor- quite understand that group process is a key element in the 

mance teams: each other, we success. or demise. of teams. He states 
" ... Facilitation is the key to unlocking the 

What sets apart high-performance d 
teams, however. is the degree of worke very gold mine of wisdom and knowledge bur-

ied in the heads of meeting participants" 
commitment. particularly how ha d t d 
deeply commined the members are Y a Un er- (p. 11). He presents many strategies and 
to one another. Such commitments d . h t tools for use during team meetings to as-s tan zng w a sist teams in reaching their potential. 
go well beyond cil'ility and team-
work. Each genuinely helps the oth- was being Kayser (1994) believes "a well planned 
ers to achieve both perso11tJl and process will ease the facilitation taSk be-
professional goals (p. 65). brought forth by cause the process itself will preempt some 
According 

10 
Katzenbach and Smith of the pitfalls and negative situations that 

c 1999>. high-performance teams cannot anyone. We just might otherwise occur during a group ses-

be created on purpose. They are "where ha . sion" (p. 56). 
you find them. not where you wish they kept mmerzng It has been a long held belief that indi-

were. They arise OD their OWD and in dif- z't out and ham- viduals Who participate On effective teamS 
ferent settings" (p. 66). Therefore, they behave in a manner consistent with iden-
are somewhat rare. The authors report. mering it out tified team roles. ln June 1995, the Jour-
·'Every high-performance team we met nal of Occupational and Organi:arional 
describedtheirteamSasspecialandtheir until everybody Psychology published Victor Dulewicz·s 
experiences as having participated 'in study, A Valiciation of Belbjn ·steam roles. 
something bigger and better than WaS happy With from 16PF and OPQ Using Bosses' Ra!: 
myselr"(p. 81). ings of Competence. Dulewicz (1995) 

ln his book, The Fifth Discipline; how it was writ- statesthatoneofthepmposesofhisstudy 

The Art and Practice of the Leaming ten, hOW it WaS was to report on Henley Management 
Or&anization. Peter Senge (1994) for- College's nine-year study of team build-
goes discussion of team definition and displayed, how it ing and effectiveness. According to 
membership. He focuses instead on five Dulewicz ( 1995), about twenty three years 
core disciplines that come together to WaS going tO be ago Belbin and other researchers at Henley 
give rise 10 learning organizations. It is Management College identified eight team 
team learning. the fourth of his five core set up. roles that are related to individual team 

disciplines, notes Senge. that is the ba- members' personality and critical think-
sic unit of organizational learning. He ex- .__ _____ ...--____ __,1 ing ability. "A role was defined as a 'pat-

plains that team learning is rooted in the conscious practice tern of behaviour characteristic of the way in which one 
of dialogue and discussion and the team's ability to move team member interacts with another so as to facilitate the 
between the two: progress of the team as a wllole · (Belbin. 1981 )" (Dulewicz. 

1995. p. 2). The eight team roles and their corresponding 
contributions to the team were identified as: Plant. solves 
difficult problems; Resource -investigator. explores oppor
tunities and develops contacts; Coordinator, clarifies goals 
and promotes decision making; Shaper, challenges. pres
surizes, and finds ways around obstacles: Monitor-evalua
tor, sees all options and judges accurately; Team worker. 
listens, builds, and averts frictio~ Implementer, turns ideas 
into practical actions; and Completer-finisher. searches out 
errors and inconsistencies and delivers on time (Dulewicz. 
1995, Table 1, pp. 3-4). While Dulewicz ·s study provided 
some evidence to support the team role identifications. he 

In dialogue, there is the free and creative ex
ploration of complex and subtle issues, a deep 'lis
tening' 10 one QJl()lher and suspending of one's own 
views. By contrast, in discussion dijfe1Vlt views 
are presented and defended and there is a search 
for the best view to suppon decisions thaJ mllSl be 
made al the ti~ (p. 237). 

Senge (1994) proposes that .. A unique relationship de
velops among team members who enter into dialogue regu
larly. They develop a deep nust that cannot help but carry 
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stated that he hoped his research would promote further later by someone unknown to the participants. I also took 

research into "the relationship between team composition. notes during the interviews. At the conclusion of each inter-

balance, and team performance" (Dulewicz, 1995, p .17). view, I gave the participant a survey and asked her to com-
plete it at her leisure and get it back to me. Two of the par-

Purpose 
ticipants chose to complete the survey immediately. In those 
instances I left the room while they completed the task. 

After all of the raw data was collected from the inter-

Today's emphasis on education reform and the need to views and surveys, I used Sagor·s (2000) strategies to ana-

develop teams to determine reform direction and implemen- lyze and summarize the information. I also reviewed the 

tation makes it imponant to understand the relationship be- completed Professional Development Master Plan, compar-

tween team composition, the team experience, and team ing it to the rubric that the Department of Education will 

success. The purpose of this study was to explore signifi- use to judge its quality. 

cant values, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors that exist among This study is limited in the following ways: 

members of the Professional Development Master Plan l . The study was confined to one team comprised of 9 

Committee of three districts within a rural New Hampshire people from three school districts within a rural New 

School Administrative Unit and to discover significant fac- Hampshire School Administrative Unit 

tors that contributed to this committee's success. This in- 2. The study was constrained by the time limits imposed 

formation would be used to inform future committee work by a one semester graduate course. 

in the School Administrative Unit. The following research 3. I am the team facilitator and the Assistant Superinten-

questions were used to guide the study: dent for the School Administrative Unit in which the 

1. How would the committee members define "team"? study took place. 

2. What would the committee members identify as unique 
characteristics of their experience that contributed to their Findings 
success, if any? 
3. How would individual committee members view their 
roles on the team? The data analysis yielded three domains or categories. 

The first domain, attributes of team, includes those charac-

Methods and Procedures teristics that participants identified as defining a team. The 
domain of process includes behaviors and structures the par-
ticipants identified as assisting the team to produce a final 

A qualitative methodology of phenomenology was used product. Feelings, the third domain, encompasses the emo-

to conduct this study in an effort to understand the team tions that participants identified when referring to the people, 

members' perspectives on what the experience of being on process. events. and product of the Professional Develop-

the Professional Development Master Plan Committee was ment Master Plan Committee. 

like. Information was collected using interviews and sur- When asked to define a team during the interview, there 

veys of committee members and examining the completed was agreement that a team is made up of people who are 

Professional Development Master Plan. committed to a common goal and who recognize and ac-

Seven of the eight female professional development commodate the various strengths and skills of the team mem-

committee members were interviewed. All seven of the com- bers. There was also agreement that the individual team 

minee members interviewed completed and returned a sur- members need to be open-minded about the people. the pro-

vey. The eighth committee member was medically unable cess, and the outcome. As one participant observed, 

to participate in the study. All of those interviewed are ex-
perienced teachers who are within 10 years of age and teach . . .from what I have seen, it has been a combina-

in the elementary. middle, and high schools of three con- tion of people of dijferenJ strengths. People who 

tiguous districts. Some of the committee members volun- are committed to getting the job <lane, but not so 

teered to work on the committee while others were asked set in whal they are <laing that they are not willing 

by their principal to participate. to listen ro other people. 

Interview questions were based on Spradley·s (1979) 
grand tour and mini-tour descriptive questions. Survey ques- Another participant noted. 

tions were based on the works of Dulewicz (1995), 
Katzenbach and Smith (1999). Senge (1994 ). and Thoman We need all those different kinds of personalities. 

(2000). The interview questions and the survey can be found So I think. overu/I, just that willingness to recog-

in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively. nize that e-.•eryone is coming from a differenJ spot, 

Interviews were conducted with individual participants and be able to accept where they are coming from. 

at a place of their choice. With permission from the partici- and be willing to listen is what fTl/lUs ir sucass-

pants, I recorded the interviews and had them transeribed Jul. 
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A third pan:icipant stated that team members have 

to be patient and to have an open mind about Jww 
things actually happen and proceed as opposed to 
their expectations ... a genJ!ral kind of openness, be 
open to wlw the other people are, and how they 
communicate ... the variations. 

During the interview I asked each of the participants 
how she views her role/responsibility on the committee. It 
is interesting to note that there was no duplication of the 
role that each of the participants S3\\ themselves as having 
on the committee. They each saw their own strengths and 
contributions to the committee as different from the others. 
This provides further validation for the participants' belief 
that a team is made up of people with different strengths 
and skills. 

Participants' answers to the swvey question asking for 
the primary goal of the Professional Development Master 
Plan Committee verified that each of the participants knew 
the goal. Another survey question verified that su out of 
the seven participants felt responsible for the committee's 
purpose. goals. approach, and product as both an individual 
and a corruruttec member. The seventh participant felt re
sponsible as a committee member only. 

Information obtained from the interviews and the sur
veys indicates that the pan:icipants in this study define 
"team" as a group of people who know and are com.mined 
to a common goal and who recognize and accommodate 
the vanous strengths and skills of the team members. Mem
bers of a team are open-minded about the people, process. 
and outcome and assume responsibility for the team· s work 
as both an individual and a team member. 

Many of the survey questions were designed to ascer
ta.tn the participants· views on 1mponant elements of the 
team process and on their personal involvement in the pro
cesses used with this committee. One question was designed 
to determine what team roles the participants viewed as most 
important to theu committee. Given the eight team roles 
identified by Dulewicz ( 1995 }, the participants were asked 
to rank the top three in order of their importance. The par
ticipants identified the role of coordinator, one who clari
fiei. goals and promot~ decision making. as tbe most im
ponant role on the team with a score of 16 out of a possible 
21 The role of implementer, one who turns ideas into prac
tical action. was chosen as the second most important, with 
a c;corc of eight. followed closely, with a score of six, by 
the role of completer-finisher, one "'ho searches out errors 
and inconsistenC'les and delivers on time. 

Another survey question asked the participants to rank 
four broad categories of skills according to their abundance 
on their comrruuce. The participants felt that intetpersonal, 
problem solving. and decision-making skills were present 
in all or tbe majonty of tbe committee members. Su of the 
seven participants indicated that technical skills are present 
in one or two members while one panicipant tndicatcd that 

technical skills are present in the majority of the committee 
members. 

Participants' answers to other survey questions revealed 
that the comminee discussions are open and interactive for 
everyone and that six of the seven participants felt they were 
totally involved in determining the committee's objectives 
and approaches for getting the work done. The seventh par
ticipant felt she was involved as much as she wanted to be. 
One participant noted on the survey, .. We worked together 
and shared the tasks, decision making. etc. The objective 
was set before we started and we all knew what it was." All 
seven participants stated that they usually knew ahead of 
time what the objectives were for each meeting while five 
of the participants stated that the objective for the meetings 
were usually met. Two participants said the objectives were 
sometimes meL 

Wben asked to respond to the survey question. "What 
is the difference between dialogue and discussion?" none 
of the participants was able to define the terms as Senge 
(1994) does. However, all participants responded that the 
committee members usually consider all of the views e~
pressed on an issue before coming to a conclusion. All of 
the participants also stated that the decisions of the com
minee are usually supported by all of its members. 

All seven participants identified the facilitator as tbe 
committee leader. Four of the seven participants stated tbe 
facilitator's ability to maintain the focus and to keep the 
committee "on track" made the facilitator the leader. Two 
participants wrote further comments. One stated. "Despite 
my initial apprehensions, this team really worked. I think it 
is because we have a good leader. We are always clear as to 
what our goals and objectives are ... Another participant 
wrote: 
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You rook willing assisranrs and rumed them into a 
prod11crive team. ... You made a tedious and com
plex chore do-able and even fun. We were good 
raw material; you were the catalyst. WithouJ you, 
we'd still be just raw material ... or spoiled raw 
material. if we'd had a poor letukr. 
Participants' answers to the interview questions vali

dated that process had an impact on this committee. I found 
it interesting that the interview question "What comes to 
mind when you think about a typical professional develop
ment master plan committee meeting?" elicited only three 
comments, all from the same person, about the team pro
cess. However, comments about the process were inter
spersed in the responses to the other questions. Participants' 
answers to the other questions contained many references 
to having and adhering to an agenda; having a facilitator to 
" ... gently say 'we need to move on'"; working in small 
groups, large groups, and individually: brainstorming; shar
ing information; and everyone participating in the work. 

One process theme that emerged from the interviews 
was the participants· belief that the committee members re
ally listen to each other. While none of the participants could 
identify the difference between dialogue and discussion on 
the survey in the same way Senge (1994) does, ti ve of the 
seven study participants talked about the team members' 
willingness to listen to each other. One member phrased it 
this way: 

Even if we did11 't quite understand each orher, we 
worked vel)' hard a1 understanding what was be
ing brought fonh by anyone. We just kept ham
mering it our and hammering it ouJ until t!\'ery
body was happy with how it was written, how it 
was displayed, how it was going robe set up. 

Another participant noted: 

.. . Anytime there is a distinction between what OM 

team member feels and what another team mem
ber feels, it's really never come ro any kind of situ
ation where it's 'you versus me' and everybody 
takes sides. I think the team members are much 
more willing to say, "We're all really /ooJ..-ing at 
the same thing" "What is the difference in how 
each of us perceives it?" "ls there a way to allow 
flexibility?" "Are we really saying the same thing 
from two sides?" There's more of a focus on get
ting t!\-erybod}• to be in rhe same place or at least 
in the same "vicinif): ··Again, I don't get the same 
sense in rhe other teams. You can get pieces of it. 
bur it's not a consistent pan of the process a.s it is 
with this one. 

An<>lher participant described the trust that de\'elopcd 
as a result of team members' listerung to each other " ... ln 
this particular master plan group, any new idea or anything 
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that was said was listened to and was responded to and was 
heard ... You could trust the other team members to provide 
a safe place for you ... " 

The study participants described the process used with 
the Professional Development Mas1er Plan Comminee as 
one in which the facilitator kept the team focused on the 
goal. everyone shared in the work. and there was a focus on 
"deep'' listening. It was one that consistently sought com
mon ground among members and built consensus. 

When asked during the interview, " What comes to 
mind when you think about a typical professional develop
ment master plan committee meeting?" study participants 
described the meetings in terms of feelings. They spoke of 
enjoyment, camaraderie, caring, suppon, friendship, and sur
prise at their productivity. One participant responded. ··1 
looked forward to the team because I liked the team •... We 
cared about each other. We were friends .... It came to be a 
team that cared about each other, not just the team. It was 
nice." Another said, "What comes to mind? Feelings. Ca
maraderie comes to mind and a pleasant surprise at our pro
ductivity." A third team member answered, "Food, laugh
ter, L's smile and hug, and just the fact that we spend an 
hour to an hour and one-half together and we· ve gotten qwte 
a bit done." A fourth participant said. "A warmth. a happi
ness that we are together again, an excitcmenl to see what 
we have created. and when we start putting ii together. how 
it looks." Another participant noted. "Becoming friends was 
a by-product of this particular group getting together. but it 
has contributed to how well it has continued 10 work." The 
sixth participant spoke of mixed emotions knowing she 
would be working very hard but lhc end re ult would be 
wonh it. She also said. "I think \\C have been unique, in 
that we have been able to combine business and pleasure, 
so to speal. That we've gotten to kno\\ each other on a 
personal as well as a professional level.'" The seventh com
minec member also spoke of mixing buc;ines:. with plea
sure. She said. ""When we get together \\e tend 10 sit down 
and deal with a lot of social things first. and I think that 
really meets the needs of a lot of people (they arc a person 
first) .... What the team gives ui. 1s to be able to be indi
viduals. It's supportive in that way." 

At the end of the interview I asked each participant if 
there was anything else they would W..c to add. This rnvita
tion elicited more comments about the po:.ilive feeling:. that 
being a member of the Professional Development Master 
Plan Committee produce. One participant's comments ~um
marized the feeling of most of the group. She qated. " It ha5 
been one of the more posmve e~penem .. ~ m my profes
sional career. rm \'CfY proud 10 be a member of the team 
that put this together. .. 

In addition to the many positi\'C feeling:. stated. three 
team member participants spoke of thetr concern that the 
Dcpwtment of Education might not appro\e the m3Sltt pbn. 

I reviewed the completed Profe ~onal Dc\iclopment 
Master Plan and compared it to the rubric the Dcpanment 
of Education personnel will use to judge its quality. I was 
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able to easily identify the eleven requirements and all of 
the elements included in the "approved" or "highly desir
able" sections of the rubric. In addition, the comments of 
four staff members who had limited knowledge of the revi
sions to the master plan before they were asked to read the 
final draft indicate that the plan is dearly written and easily 
understood. 

In the course of the interview a setting theme emerged. 
Five team members spoke of the week-long meeting at the 
Black Forest restaurant during the summer as having an 
emotional impact One participant remembers: 

I think it was a slow building of trust over the week 
during the summer session. Our first day was more 
kind of seeing that none of us were really comfort
able where we were at the time. Once we all voiced 
that, that we were pretty much 'in the same boat' 
then everybody kind of took a breath and realized 
that 'Good, we are all really going to be running 
this together.' 

Another study participant noted: 

... After the week that we spent together every day 
during the summer, it kind of became 'everybody.' 
We 're really professional colleagues, but we also 
got to see a different side to each other, and every
body really became friends during that week. 

A third team member/participant relates: 

I think it really helped that we were in a comfort
able location that ft rst week. Then to have our next 
two meetings be in member's homes. I think that 
added to the closeness that we were all feeling. / 
think we all have become closer in terms of our 
personal lives because there was a lot of sharing 
of our personal lives to each other; and suppon, a 
lot of support (helping with computers, what you 
needed to do, persona/ crises, etc.). 

nition of a high performance team. 
3. A symbiotic relationship between the team member 

attributes and the process used gave rise to the posi
tive emotions that team members identified when re
ferring to the people. process, events, and product of 
the Professional Development Master Plan Commit
tee. This finding supports Kayser·s (1990) belief that 
group process is a key element in the success of teams. 

4. This team practiced the an of dialogue and discussion 
without the benefit of knowing Senge 's (1994) defini
tions. 

5. This team's development of "deep listening" and 
mutual trust supports Senge's ( 1994) assertion that "a 
unique relationship develops among team members 
who enter into dialogue regularly. They develop a deep 
trust that cannot help but carry over to discussions. 
They develop a richer understanding of the unique
ness of each person's point of view" (pp. 247-248). 
My study of one team's experience brings up the fol-

lowing questions for further study: 

I . Does the communication style of an all female team 
influence its success? 

2. How do the team members' ages and years of experi
ence influence the team ·s success? 

3. How does the facilitator·s position as assistant super
intendent influence the team? 

4. Would this team be as successful in another endeavor? 
Perhaps I will get a chance to answer the last question 

soon. This team has asked for another assignment and has 
agreed to begin work this summer as the Professional De
velopment Master Plan Implementation Team. 
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Appendix A 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
The following will be asked of each of the subjects partici
pating in the study of the Professional Development Mas
ter Plan Committee. 

1. What makes a team a team? 

2. Think about a team experience that has been particu
larly productive. What does it look like? 

3. How do people exchange or share information on a 
team? 

4. Compare this team to other teams in which you have 
participated. 

5. What comes to mind when you think about a typical 
Professional Development Master Plan Committee 
meeting? 

6. Please describe your participation/responsibility on the 
committee. 

7. What advice would you give someone who is consid
ering participating on a committee/team? 

8. Is there anything else you would like to share? 

AppendixB 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN 
COMMITI'EE PARTICIPANT SURVEY 

Thank you for taking the time to respond to this survey. I 
really do appreciaJe iJ! Pkase respond to the fofkJwing 
questions as they relaJe to you:r experience on the Profes
sional DevelopmenJ Master Plan Commiltu. 

1. Bow open and interactive are committee discus.sion.s 
for you? 

1 
., -Not at all Very 

2. or the following team roles. rank the top three in the 
order ol their importance. (1 =least important; 3 = 
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most important) 
_solves difficult problems 
_develops contacts 
_clarifies goals; promotes decision making 
_challenges; finds way around obstacles 
_sees all options; judges accurately 
_searches out errors and inconsjscencies: delivers on 

time 
_turns ideas into practical actions 
_listens: bwlds; averts friction 

3. Are there any ~ing team roles that are critical to 
the committee's performance? 

_yes _no 

H ''yes", which role(s)? 

4. Which of the following categories or skills are repre
sented in the committee membership? Rank the skills 
in order or abundance. (0 =not present; I = present in 
one or two members; 2 = present in the majority or 
members; 3 = present in all members) 

_techrucal 
_ problem solving 
_ decisjoo roiling 
_ interpersonal 

_other:---------

5. Are there any ~ing skill areas that are critical to 
the committee's performance? 

__yes _no 

H ''yes", which skill(s)? 

6. What is the primary goal or the committee? 

If you don't know, what would help you to under
stand it? 

7. How involved were you in determwng the committee's 
objectives and approach for getting the work done? 
_I was totally involved. 
_ I was involved as much as I wanted to be. 
_I wanted to be involved but couldn't get my ideas 

heard. 
_The objectives and approach were d\':temuned be 

fore we met. 

8. Do you feel responsible for the committee's purpose, 
goals, approach, and product? 

Only as an individual? 
__yes _no 

Only as a committee member? 
__yes _no 
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Both. as an individual and a committee member? 
_yes _no 

9. Is there one person you would identify as the commit
tee leader? 

_yes _no 

If ''yes:' describe the role(s) and/or skills that make 
that person the leader. 

If ''no," is it because: 
_ there is more than one leader 
_ there is no leader 
_ other 

10. Do you know ahead of time what the objective(s) are 
for each meeting? 

_rarely _ sometimes 
_usually 

11. How often does the committee accomplish its objec
tive for a meeting? 

_ rarely _ sometimes 
_usually 

12. What is the difference between dialogue and discus
sion? 

_ rm not sure 

13. How often do the committee members consider all or 
the views expressed on an issue before coming to a 
conclusion? 

_rarely _sometimes 
_usually 

14. How often are the decisions of the committee sup
ported by all of the members? 

_rarely _sometimes 
_usually 

15. Is there sufficient recognition for the committee's 
work? 

_yes _no 

If "No", what would constitute sufficient recogni
tion? 

16. Does the organizational culture in your district sup
port this committee's work? 

_ye~ 

_ don "t know 
_no 

If "yes'", in what ways? 

17. If you hne further comments, please add them on 
the other side or this page. 
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